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In a previous study of 43 retrofit cases in multifamily public housing, it was found that initial energy
savings did not always persist into the second and third post-retrofit years in the cases where there were
at least two years of post-retrofit data. In this study, we revisit the topic of persistence of savings in low
inc~me multifamily buildings by collecting additional energy consumption data from many of the 43
retrofit cases analyzed in the previous work. These new data, in most cases, cover the second tnr~Du~~n

fourth years of post-retrofit energy performance, weather variations, and occupancy patterns. We include
only those retrofit cases where there has been no new installation of conservation measures. A utility bill
analysis was conducted using the Princeton Scorekeeping Method (PRISM). The analysis considered
climate variation, type of building and occupant, type of conservation measure, and pre-retrofit energy
use. We found tta~t the extent to which ~avings persist depended on the type of conservation measure
installed.. Generally, energy savings from equipment measures (Le.. , heating controls, new solar
hot water systems, etc.) that require ongoing maintenance were less likely to persist beyond the first post
retrofit year.. Shell measures (including window on the other maintained their
savings over several post-retrofit years.

Introduction

to

retrofit case is also based on actual data. In
recent years various authors and Blumstein
Oliver Stoops have described
mova 'away from the view of
term.:approach based on monitoring and 't"'lIn'_~·L""lllllC! ~n~lmVQ1Q

The most comprehensive analyses of pe1rslS;teIlce to date
have focused on single-family residences et aL
1980; Brandis and Haeri 1989; Sumi and Coates
White and Brown 1990) and commercial buildings
et a1. 1990).. programs for Sln57l1e~-laJn'lliIV

and commercial have been available for
several years, and much data are for such
analyses.

Multifamily buildings also need to be considered sepa
rately from single-family construction
weatherization assistance programs, and as yet such atten
tion has not occurred (Gettings and Kolb 1991). Within
the multifamily housing stock, public housing presents

problems that have been discussed elsewhere
(Ritschard et al. 1986; Goldman et a1. 1988). Behavioral
issues, for example, can be important for determin-
ing actual energy savings in with low-income
tenants (Katrakis 1990). Apart from potential in
financing and implementing energy efficiency programs
aimed at low-income multifamilY.lJuildings, basic research
remains to be done to identify appropriate measures for
inclusion in such programs. Harris and Blumstein

Imple~me~n~ltlCln of measures to increase energy ' """]
in multifamily housing will likely confront some

and formidable barriers.. Two critical issues for
local agencies are (1) the selection of the most
cost-effective retrofit measures and (2) the availability of
... _ALIll.......JIJU~p;., to support the installation of these measures once
selected.. Another issue recently identified in

housing (Greely et al.. is how wen the energy
savings resulting from these energy conservation measures
win over time.. et aL (1986) studied the
energy performance. and cost effectiveness of 43
cases in and noted that initial energy
savings did not always in the five cases where
there were at least two years of data. In this
paper, we revisit the of of savings in
low-income buildings by two .to
three of additional utility consumption data from
many of the 43 retrofit cases examined in the earlier

Previous research on the durability of energy. conservation
measures and the of energy savings associated
with those measures the first post-retrofit year has
not focused on multifamily housing, and with one excep-

has not considered public housing. In most studies of
retrofit performance in buildings one year of actual energy

is compared to those predicted to installation
of the efficiency measures .. In some cases, the pre-



these

removed), six projects operated by the Trenton Housing
Authority (although two of these projects, Page Homes
and Homes were later found to be problematic
because of a change in the utility metering configuration),
nine projects run by the San Francisco Ht"'I,HQ11"cr Anj'hn1Mt'lT

(one project, Hayes Valley and one senior high-
2698 California, from the original study were not
because of poor data quality), and two projects

managed by the Housing Authority in
Jersey. In addition, we include one project
HOme,S} that was studied for several years Princeton's
Center for and Environmental Studies and
included in the earlier study. PHAs from the original
study for which additional data could not be collected
included the 8to Paul MN (there were several
additional retrofits performed on the buildings), Greenville
TN Tennessee VaHey Authority was no
IDV'Ol'\100 in the retrofits and energy consump
tion data were not available), Newark NJ consultant
who maintained data was not avail-
able), and of the rn"f!~Vl('nl~II"

had been unoccupied over the study and
few new data were We will discuss in more
detail later the data that continue to the

nOllS1Il2 sector..

In the sections of the paper we will first
describe the sources of data the specific retrofit
measures installed and the description of 'the building char
acteristics. we will briefly outline the methodology
used to normalize the consumption data for
weather and occupancy effects. In most cases, we were
able to compare four years of data to the one
year of energy use at each project
lbe results section contains information about the energy

normalized by the number of O'll"'ll"I'II"t'n"'ll.:::tr.ftt'~

so that energy use on a basis can be compared
among and similar retrofit measures. we
discuss the results which of retrofit

were less to sustain their
the first year after installation. We

information about what
n~11"'tn'~'~n('~,p. of energy retrofits in

energy
also

in their review of state of building energy effi
ciency, concluded that the persistence of energy savings
over a is still largely a matter of con-

rather than based on observed data. In short, the
conclusions cited Harris and Blumstein still
exist in low-income housing.

In Table 1 we summarize the
mcluam2 the number of number of

l)UlllCU:n2lS, age of estimated heated floor area,
and sample, the majority of
cases have central are indi-
vidual at Heckman a low-rise project in
J:hJlHI1Pst~ur:g", and at two low-rise projects in San

nU:;;UJ.it1.HV and The fuel use is about
50% oil and 50% natural gas with one mixed

Haverstick low-rise project in
the domestic hot water in our

DUIIOUtl2S was generally produced central space
heat boilers .. This space and water

use since housing do
not contain

occupied senior tenants in the
United States.

It is also to note that the average floor area of
individual units varied among the housing
authorities.. For the New York projects

-- 840 ft2, while those in Phillipsburg were
much (1103 and 1524 ft2/unit). Two size
categories were also in San Francisco.. The
five senior -- 580 :ft2 and the
prOllects were about 845 . Since we 2erler~1l1Y co]tnp.are~

different years in the same
this size variation should not affect the

overall conclusions of this

ources of

We obtained data and other
nent information on the retrofits from the various local

nOl!SllJl2 authorities In a
et ale data from 38 nOllSITl2: DJrOH~cts

most of which had installed one
measure, but some of which had more than one, for a
total of 43 retrofit caseS0 Since the of this work
was to track the of energy
we were interested in the energy COIlsumptloll1'1
occupancy and the status of each nOllSllJl2:

The latter included whether new
were made since the

c.n2m2~es were made to the rnt::!>j'a.-.r"~'ll"'Hr~

sWltCJnm,~ from master to individual
other structural or modifi-

:made that \vould affect the annual energy

We did not include any in this if any of
the above-mentioned conditions had occurred since the
1986 of the 38 projects met
our basic and are covered in this studYe
include: the New York Ht"'illlC!111r'U'if

of the
eliminated because the thermostatic radiator valves
installed as a conservation measure failed and were later

... Ritschard and McAllister
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and window replacement), heating system
measures (heating replacement or .a. ........, ...... A..l&.II<,

controls, and operations and maintenance of existing
systems), and domestic hot water measures (water
heater blankets, solar hot and new
domestic hot water boilers). As in the previous study
(Greely et aL 1986), it should be recognized that in some
cases the retrofit measures are mixed in an individual

of retrofit
the PHA in 1980-1984

the
space and domestic

are the two largest energy end-uses in
nOlLlSUru!. The energy measures evaluated

are as foHows: building shell
, attic and weather-

Table 1 also shows the
measures that were installed
time The retrofit
reduction of COilSUmtttl0ln
hot water,

Persistence of ::Sl:lVinraS in Multifamily Public HOIUStfnfl



project; therefore, it is difficult to estimate the per
formance of a single energy conservation strategy. For
example, the San Francisco ZIP (utility-sponsored zero
interest loan program) retrofits included several measures:
attic insulation, exterior door weatherstripping and
window caulking, low-flow showerheads, and blankets for
hot water systems..

Methodology

The general approach used in this study followed three
major steps. First, we collected utility billing data and
other pertinent information from the local housing
agencies and updated our existing database on the public
housing sector. In some cases (e.g., New York City
Housing Authority), the data were provided directly from
their mam-frame computer" system that tracks utility bins,
occupant conditions, and energy conservation activities. At
the other extreme (i.e., Phillipsburg Housing Authority),
the data had been plotted separately by hand on a monthly
basis, and we obtained the utility data as well as other
important anecdotal information about the buildings and
retrofits. were not always able to obtain three to four
consecutive years of post-retrofit data for each project in
our sample. For example, the data on window replace
ments in New York City are missing the second year of

data because of a change over in their
tracking system.. In other locations,

individual years of data were either missing or not
complete; therefore, they were not included. in the
analysis. In most cases, we were able to collect two to
three consecutive years of post-retrofit billing data for

to the conditions. For the" San
Francisco we obtained six years of nn~U-Te[n:Tni

data.

U""""'V.I!.AI~'1 we normalized energy use for annual changes in
weather Princeton Method

to the weather-sensitive of the
space heat fuel use6 energy use
was regr~ssed temperatures .to
estimate the normalized annual or NAC
1986). average were obtained from the
various NOAA weather from which we computed.

to different reference temperatures
the normal monthly outdoor average temper-

atures and its standard deviation. In a previous case study
of energy conservation opportunities in public housing,
PRISM was found to be a useful tool for determining
energy due to conservation measures in multi-

OUI10Uo.,gS (Goldman and Ritschard 1986). For this
...................... v ...... ...,.. we only included results that were statistically
significant (R-squares greater than 0.95). The standard
errors for the normalized annual savings (NAC) were in

4,,204 os Ritschard and McAllister

the range of 1 to 4%. We used only the space heating
component for the New York City projects because the
statistical fits were significantly better than for the NAC
savings. This approach follows that previously used by
Greely et at. (1986).

The, third element of the methodology was the normaliza
tion of energy use at each project by the number of apart
ment units so that comparisons could be made on a per
unit basis. Since the effect of vacancy rates on energy use
is an important feature when estimating energy consump
tion levels in master-metered buildings, we divided annual
energy use by the average number of occupied units
during each of the pre- and post-retrofit years when data
were available5 With the exception of projects in Asbury
Park, Phillipsburg, San Francisco, and Trenton, the avail
ability of annual occupant vacancy rates was limited. The
New York City Housing Authority, however, assured us
that the majority of apartment units in their sample of
projects were occupied during the analysis period.

Results

The results suggest that the level of energy savings is
related to the type of conservation measure selected. In
Table 2 we summarize the mean energy savings by retro
fit strategy for the entire post-retrofit period (i.e., mean
energy annual savings calculated over three post-retrofit
years9. The greatest savings (mean of 63.4MBtul /unit-yr
or 44 %) were found in the rehabilitation-retrofit cases at
two low-rise projects in Phillipsburg, NJ. The one case
where high efficiency boilers were installed (Haverstick)
showed mixed results with significant savings during the
first two years of the post-retrofit period followed by an
mcreased fuel use in the third year 0 The mean savings
during the retrofit period were still substantial

1 MBtu/unit-yr or 16%). These results' of high effi
ciency boiler performance, however, should be interpreted.
cautiously since they represent only one case. Savings
from heating controls were also significant (29.6 MBtu/
unit-yr or 18%). These mean annual savings included one
project (Lumley Homes) where the savings did not persist
after the first post-retrofit year..

The ",shell measures (Le., ZIP retrofits) in San Francisco
over: the period of study had mean energy savings of
19.3 MBtu/unit-yr (14%), while the window replacements
in the New York City Housing Authority saved
14.1 MBtu/unit-yr (21 %) over the retrofit period. The
least savings were found in the senior ~uildings in San
Francisco that had installed solar domestic hot water
systems 5 The solar systems, which showed. a wide range
of results among the five senior projects, had mean annual
savings of only 3.9 MBtu/unit (5 %) over the post-retrofit
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Collectively, annual energy savings occurred from
each retrofit strategy that was installed during the 1980
1984

The rehabilitation~~etrofit strategy in Phillipsburg was
the most effective conservation measure in our

sample* The rehabilitation consisted of installation of
insulated inside doors and storm

new roofs with 8 inches of crawlspace
insulation (3 boiler controls and thermostats, and
replacement of warm-air furnaces at one of the projects
(Heckmm Terrace) 0 these retrofits were
eXl,el1l~l'\)re (over the mean normalized. annual
savings over the of this study. (five years post-
.IlVa.-.IlV.Jl..ll'''J were between 52 and 72 MBtulu~t-yror 38 to
53 %* The annual savings also persisted over this time

altJl01JL2h there was variation (±5-10%) among the
no~n-rIB"[n"ln[years (see Table 3 and Figure 1 ). The second

year in both Heckman Annex. and
Heckman Terrace showed less normalized energy savings
than the first post-retrofit year. The annual savings at
Heckman Annex increased by -- 6 % beginning in the third
nn~~I[-rt~ITC~ln[ year and continued at that level for the next

two years. We were unable to find a reasonable explana
tion for these anntlal changes. Since the Phillipsburg
Housing Authority paid substantial attention to building
soundness, we suspect that the annual variations were not
due to the lack of maintenance. Furthermore, the
Phillipsburg projects were fully occupied during the
period of study (McDevitt 1992). It should be noted,
however, that the annual variations among post-retrofit
years may not have been significant since the standard
errors during that time period also varied from 2.5 to 3%.

The Haverstick project in Trenton, which consists of 112
two-story walk-up apartments~ had two retrofits installed
in the 1983-1984 period. First, double-hung, single-pane
windows were installed during 1983. Annual normalized
energy use increased by about 3% during the first year
after retrofit (Greely et a1. 1986). In 1984, the Trenton
Housing Authority replaced their space heat boilers and
domestic hot water systems at Haverstick with Hydropulse
condensing pulse-combustion b~~lers of high efficiency
(about 91 %). The first year's savings after the installation
of the modular boilers (1984) were 69.8 MBtu/unit-yr or
37 %. Two previous studies of this retrofit that considered

if'sistence of Savin/as in Multifamily Public Housing - 4,,205
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Haverstick is the lack of maintenance
In these boilers can act as

COllae~nS]m2 or on the
tenlpe;ravure of the water to the boilerss The
intake water must be at a below 135of in
order to maintain condensations When the return water
exceeds the boiler converts to the

modes no condensation in the
domestic hot water side win account for lower

on DHW energy uses This condition may have
also contributed to the lack of at the
l-Iaverstick

in Trenton and
installed controls as the retrofit
The Trenton projects are of identical construction

and have similar retrofit histories the mid-1980ss
As shown in Table 5 and Figure 3, the annual energy

based on the first post-retrofit year exhibited
substantial savings in two of the three Trenton projects
(57&6 MBtu/unit or 31 % and 43&9 MBtu/unit or 22% at

and Campbell, respectively) 0 In the second year
after the retrofit, however, savings in these two low-rise

started to declines In the case of the Kerney
the savings the .~econd post-retrofit year

were 13 % less than after the initial years This level was
reduced an additional 1% in the third year 0

The issue at the was even
more serious. The second displayed

4"206 .., Ritschard and McAllister



analysis was aggregated into two groups. For this
analysis, we followed the savings in the
second group only, which included both heating controls
and interior storm new steam and night

setback~ to DeCicco (1988), the
effects of the controls contributed the most to the
changes in energy consumption. Savings at Lumley
Homes did not the first post-retrofit year
26.4 MBtulunit (23 were saved, followed in the second
year a of 9.5 MBtu/unit (8%). The third
year after retrofit was even worse, with an increase over
nTt~:-'f't'~iLTnjH. fuel usage of 1.5 MBtu/unit (see Table 5 and

Since the control changes· consisted of a
series of no-cost or low-cost changes in the operation of
the steam pressure and controller

J1.~_&Mio~""'J1.>.7'1 and setbacks), it appears
that these measures were not maintained or checked fre-

(or at so that the level of energy
could not be maintained in these 60 apartments.

DeCicco confirmed this observation.

Five 1822 in San Francisco
received a mix of "ZIP" retrofits,
mC!Uam2 shell measures and
weatberstnl)pUll.2) and low-cost hot water measures (low
flow showerheads and water-heater in 1982. We
call these "shell measures" because most of the savings
resulted from the installation of attic insulation in areas
where there had been no insulation. We were
able to evaluate the of these retrofits in four
of the five projects for six post-retrofit yeal"s. The post
retrofit performance followed a similar pattern among the
projects even the actual varied as shown in
Table 6 and Figure 4. At one project (Alemany), the
normalized energy during the second and
third post-retrofit years was slightly (up to 3
than the the fourth year,
nO'N'e,rer.. the annual began to increase or level off
in aU four 4). Since most of the
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about 48 % less savings than the first, and in the third
post-retrofit year the savings decreased an additional 27 %.
On the other the Wilson project had much lower
energy savmgs in the first post-retrofit year
(9.8 MBtu/unit or 5%), but these savings
increased in the later years to 25.3 MBtu/unit
in year 2 (14%) and 45.4 MBtu/unit (25%) in year 3.
Gold (1989) has suggested that the loss of savings at the

and projects resulted from a lack of
proper maintenance in these older
OUlll(1l.ngS. The increase in at the Wilson
was all We
unable to determine whether the boilers at this
received any attention that could result in a
peI'Sls1ten(~e of ....................._....

He:atUll2 controls were also installed in one
Park The

results are more because in the
a_naLlvS1S conducted Princeton's Center for and
Environmental Studies and in et at

five retrofits were included and the energy bill

J:iJnlCl~en(1J Boilers



-iii- Lumley Homes

30 Heating Controls

savings at these projects are assumed to result from the
installation of attic insulation, it is not surprising that the
energy savings were more likely to persist than those
resulting from heating system measures that must be
adequately maintained over th~ life of the retrofit.
Although the mean energy savings vaned at the four
projects (8%, 19%, 27%, and 29% at Alemany,
Sunnydale, Alice Griffith, and Potrero Terrace,
respectively), overall the savings generally persisted at
each project.

The eight housing projects in New York City that received
window replacements generally had uniform pre-retrofit
energy consumption levels, on a per unit basis, compared
to the other projects in our sample (see Table 7). Because
of a change in computerized utility tracking at the New
York City Housing Authority, we were unable to obtain
the second year of post-retrofit utility data and therefore
there is a break of one year at all of the projects" The
original energy savings from the installation of double
hung, double pane windows persisted at all but two
projects. At Johnson Houses, the first year post-retrofit
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Wt1l1i/1i1i1"l11i'_'i'1f4 (17%) were reduced by over
50% the third post-retrofit year, followed by a
continual decreases during each of the next three years.
The degradation of enel°gy savings was less pronounced at
Carver but the original savings level of
1002 decreased by about 35% during the fun
retrofit with no savings in the fifth post-retrofit
year" Mean energy savings generally persisted at the other
New York projects receiving window replacements as

shown in Figure 50' Although the causes of deterioration in
energy savings at the two projects are unknown, we can
speculate that the windows may not have been properly
installed or that other factors such as improper heating
system controls might have caused the tenants to open
their windows as a way of maintaining more optimal
conditions in their apartments, a practice typical in public
housing buildings.

Persistence of ~aVlnlas in Multifamily Pub



level (see 6)e In the Eddy the first year's
savings were reduced by about 30% by the end of the
second post-retrofit year and 56% by the fourth yeare The
variability in energy savings at these senior projects is due
to the' differences in the configuration of solar hot water
systems and to their steady deterioration over time
(Atkielski 1992)e

rUIi,.ll'-J'U~,ll the sample size in this is small
(eege, 24 individual housing projects, 394
buildings, -.. 12,500 apartment and is not geo
graphically or statistically representative, it provides the
most comprehensive study to date of the persistence of
energy savings in low-income housinge This
study extends the analysis previously by Greely
et ale (1986) and begins to address more fully the general
issue of persistence of savings. stres's that the study is
still limited both the of data and the
number of retrofit cases smdied, but it does the
first attempt at tracking retrofit over several
years in housing buildings.

Conclusions

We first conclude from our that the extent to
which endured on the of retrofit
measure installed and the level of foHow-on maintenance

th.e initial of the retrofit (Le. ,
how well it was is also important, but informa
tion about this feature was not readily available. In our
1U1~LIV~1~ the lack of maintenance and Iml'fO'per
ope~fatlon of equipment drastically reduced the p01ten1tlal

from the various measures
housing buildingse For example, first

year's did not persist in the heating control cases
in Trenton and Park, the boiler replacement at

or the solar hot water systems in San
Francisco 0 In each case anecdotal information SUj~2e~ste~

that proper maintenance were not followed after
the installation of measures, or that the svstenlS
deteriorated. over timeo

It has been noted in a study of public housing
(Mills et al. 1987) that when energy costs rise, bills
are often paid out of local administrative and maintenance
funds leading to deferred maintenancee If this practice is
widespread it may be difficult to recommend and install
cost-effective heating system retrofits in public housing,
since energy savings over time are dependent on
maintenance. Heating system measures are
most effective way for the housing authority to save
energy and doHarse On the other hand, unless these meas-
ures are and the initial
savings may deteriorate after first year's "";..n ....Jlu'iI-.Il.'-'..Iu:.o
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was the
at five

but the
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The last retrofit considered in this
installation of solar domestic hot water
senior in San Francisco. The OU1UQ1Ln2 "n~ru:d·"Il"lI'lII'''t1r\n

was similar in each of these
COll111.:gl11ratllon of each solar hot water
and therefore Inean normalized. energy
differed among the five prollects For ex~unJ>le,

the at the from 10 to 23 %
over the four nn:fooH.-lre@JrnIH.. years, while the solar at
1750 Bush resulted in from 1 to 7 %. In

the first did not In three of
the five the mean energy the third
nn~r-:r~rrnTll year was 7 to 12%
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we found were strongly
correlated with levels:
energy users saved more energy after the
retrofit. This condition was also previously in

uOlcurum and Ritschard 1986).
example in our sample, if we compare two

in San Francisco with similar size:

Alice Griffith (836 ft2) and (870 we find
that the Alice Griffith project had a higher pre-retrofit
energy 1 vs
86.6 MBtu/unit-yr) and a hi er savings the first
post-retrofit year (33.5 MBtuiunit-yr vs 4 MBtu/unit-yr).

if one compares two Trenton projects of similar
~_or:!l",*_ao.'IIl"l<t size: with
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Knlrn-n1l'f_'U'1I"'1 and Wilson (760 ft2)

we determine that the
CalTIPiJeH orcnects saved more energy during the first post

MBtu/unit-yr vs 9.8 MBtulunit-yr).

we conclude that even though did not
at some of the individual projects, significant

median savings in the range of 5 to 44% were found over
the full retrofit period with all but one of the retrofit
strategies. However? the post-retrofit savings for
equipment measures such as heating controls, and boiler
replacements, could have been substantially higher if
proper maintenance procedures were followed.
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A fourth conclusion deals with data quality.. A major
with any study of public or other federally

assisted housing is the lack of credible data on building
characteristics, energy consumption, vacancy rates, retrofit
selection, and maintenance practices.. In general, energy
data collection' and compilation are not typical
administrative functions of a housing authority.. Tracking

consumption and identifying "problem" projects are
usually viewed by FHA management as special programs
that require additional staff and funding rather than as
ongoing efforts.. PHAs do provide annual project-level or

Authority-level energy consumption data to. the u.s ..
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
as a normal accounting practice, but these data are
generally too aggregated to provide useful insights about
the energy performance of an individual building or
project.. Where energy consumption is monitored on a
monthly basis and where uproblem" projects are identified
and retrofits are installed, the resulting savings of energy
and dollars are significant. The two examples of this level
of energy management in our study sample are New York
City and Phillipsburg.. In both cases, these housing

Persistence of Savings in Multifamily Public Housing - 4,.213



The work described in this report was funded by the
Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renewable
Energy, Office of Technologies, Building
Systems and Materials Division of the DeS. Department of
Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SFOOO98e We
would also like to thank the housing authorities who
contributed data and other useful information to this study.
Also thanks to R. Ce Diamond and E.' Vine for their
t-hr"'1I11i.r"lfht'Tn~ review comments"

will persist over the lifetime of the measure" We also
suggest that HUD encourage energy management and
establish policies that promote sound energy management
practices in federally-assisted housing. Any significant
change in energy use in the public housing sector will
reduce the tenant's utility bills, decrease HUD's annual
expenses, and provide societal benefits to federal
taxpayers.
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